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With the Dark Avenger no longer a threat, life has returned to normal for everyone except Mitch Hamilton.
He just can’t seem to shake the young, unknown blonde who’s made herself an unnerving presence in his
life. With the Halloween Carnival right around the corner, Mitch is already under enough strain, and he turns
to Brenna for help. Along with Van’s assistance, the couple fabricates a romantic relationship designed to
draw out the stalker. But as the lines between fake and real romance become blurry, it is Brenna who
becomes the focus of Mitch’s Mystery Girl. As strange occurrences pile up, Van is convinced that they might
not be dealing with a flesh and blood girl after all and that the real danger may be much closer than they
think.
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From Reader Review The Haunting of Mitch Hamilton for online
ebook

Adam Shaeffer says

It's a rare thing to find one of those books that hits a tipping point (you know, the point about 2/3 of the way
into the story where it becomes absolutely clear that you can do nothing--NOTHING!!--until you've read
through to the conclusion), but this book is one of them. I enjoyed this book from start to finish. I loved the
mystery, loved the characters, loved the dialogue, loved . . . well . . . the whole thing.

Shirley says

This book was better than the first and that's saying a lot. I thought I enjoyed the ride Ms. Shepherd took us
on in Seeing Red but the second installment of the Brenna Mysteries was even better!! This book is intense.
You get to see a side of Breena that isn't all about logic no matter how hard she tries to make it. You get
romance and lots of action. The fact that this series only seems to be getting better has me on the edge of my
seat waiting for the 3rd book! FANTASTIC!!!

Annie says

I love this book! Mysteries have a tendency to become formulaic - bad things happen, good guys investigate,
big showdown - but this sequel has a very different feel to it than its predecessor. The same characters and
humor are there, but the mystery is fresh and intriguing and a little spooky! I can't wait for the next one!

Venus Smurf says

When I first received this one as part of a giveaway, I have to confess that I completely judged the book by
the cover and thought it would be a poor first attempt kind of book. I'm not really sure why I even felt that
way, but I'm glad I was wrong.

This book was funny, sarcastic, and well written. I enjoyed every minute of the plot, and I'm honestly
overjoyed that there's a sequel. The characters were realistic and interesting, the plot unpredictable enough to
keep me entertained. Definitely recommended.

Ann Shepherd says

Blossoming romance + Possible haunting = a tremendous treat. I had so much fun writing this book.



Doug Miller says

It was a great book. I enjoyed reading it and look forward to more from this author.

Pmaheux says

Pretty good!

Michele says

I'm not a fan of mysteries, but this was GREAT! About halfway in, it became a real page-turner. I couldn't
put it down. I didn't guess the ending, but when I read it, it made perfect sense.

I liked the way it can stand alone as a book, even though it's the second book in a series. The characters seem
more developed in this volume, and I'm really growing to like them. I can't wait for book 3.

Sarah says

Some great twists! Ann has a knack for keeping the reader guessing!


